Density correction and fan selection
TAHVIEH HAMOON performance tables are based on the standard air density of 0.075 lbs./ cu. Ft. this density is based on air at 70˚
F at 29.92˚ Hg barometric pressure (sea level).
DENSITY CORRECTION PROCEDURE
To use performance tables for densities other than 0.075, determine the density ratio from the graph at right using the actual static
pressure by the density ratio to establish standard static pressure.
Then use standard static pressure to determine fan RPM from the tables in this catalog.
Multiply BHP found in the performance tables by the density ratio to determine actual BHP.

ALTERNATE DENSITY CORRECTION PROCEDURE
Make adjustments using the following equations:
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Find the required CFM and equivalent SP on performance
tables. Adjust the BHP using the following equation:
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Accessories
ACCESS DOORS
Access doors are designed to provide easy inspection of the wheel and fan interior. All access door are the quick opening design
featuring hinged doors and thumbscrew closures. Access doors are available on all size TAHVIEH HAMOON fans, with all available
special coatings. Standard locations are 3 o’clock, depending on rotation.
DRAINS
Drains are available on all fans except those with bottom horizontal or down blast
discharges. Drains are located at the
lowest point of the scroll and are ¾” NPT external threads.
BELT GUARDS
Belt guards are standard on models TS-1 through TS-10 and consist of a solid one-piece steel sheet that covers the entire end of the
motor compartment.
WEATHER COVERS
Weather covers are recommended for protection of the shaft, motor and drive if the fan is exposed to weather or excessive dirt.
Weather covers are either one or two pieces and are easily installed by only one person.
Shaft seals
Shaft seals are available on all TAHVIEH HAMOON fans. The aluminum retainer plate is bolted
to the fan housing.
Optionally a heat resistant material is used for the seal.

INLET VANES
Variable inlet vanes allow for efficient operation of the fan at all operating points. Inlet vanes are externally mounted and are suitable
for either manual or automatic control. The cantilevered design has no central hub to restrict airflow. Inlet vanes are available on all
TAHVIEH HAMOON fans.
DISCHARGE SHUTTERS
Gravity operated shutters open when the fan is running and close when the fan is not running. They shut out weather and back drafts
but do not control airflow. Motorized shutters for volume control are also available. Shutters are not suitable for down blast or angular
down discharge positions, and they are limited to a maximum of 200 ˚ F.

